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Abstract—With the emergence of versatile storage systems,
multi-level checkpointing (MLC) has become a common approach to gain efficiency. However, multi-level checkpoint/restart
can cause enormous I/O traffic on HPC systems. To use multilevel checkpointing efficiently, it is important to optimize checkpoint/restart configurations. Current approaches, namely modeling and simulation, are either inaccurate or slow in determining
the optimal configuration for a large scale system. In this
paper, we show that machine learning models can be used in
combination with accurate simulation to determine the optimal
checkpoint configurations. We also demonstrate that more advanced techniques such as neural networks can further improve
the performance in optimizing checkpoint configurations.
Index Terms—Machine Learning, Neural Network, MultiLevel Checkpointing (MLC)

I. I NTRODUCTION
Current petascale systems in High-performance computing
(HPC) deal with enormous workloads. Such workloads require
a massive number of components simultaneously. Though
the HPC systems are built using highly reliable components,
with the sheer number of components, there is an increasing
frequency of component failures, resulting in degradation of
system and application reliability. To reliably run applications
on such large-scale systems, a common technique is checkpoint/restart (CR)[17], in which the system writes a snapshot
of the application’s state at fixed intervals to persistent storage,
which is called a checkpoint. Application states can later be
restored to the last saved checkpoint in case of a failure.
Though CR is useful for large scale systems, its overhead can
be an enormous challenge on large-scale ssystems.
One of approaches to reduce the overhead of CR is to determine the optimal checkpoint interval and checkpoint count.
Poorly determined checkpoint interval makes system resilience
worse. There are two approaches for obtaining the optimal
checkpoint interval and checkpoint count values for any given
configuration, namely the modeling approach [12] and the
simulation approach [16]. The modeling approach mainly
formulates an analytical solution to obtain optimal values,
whereas the simulation approach runs the application across

multiple failures to check different scenarios for obtaining the
optimal values.
In simple checkpoint models [17] with synchronous checkpointing, where the checkpointing process mainly comprises
of compute, checkpoint, and recovery state in a serial manner
without other concurrent operations in the background. such
modeling is beneficial in formulating an analytical solution for
the optimal interval. However, with fast local storage becoming
commercially available, asynchronous multi-level checkpointing (Async-MLC)[16] has become a common approach for
efficient checkpointing. As shown in Figure 1, in Async-MLC,
compute, checkpoint and recovery occur asynchronously from
the application computation. This allows most of the checkpoint operations to happen in the background without delaying
the critical compute operations in the applicaiton, thus minimzing the checkpoint overhead. This is particularly attractive
when a parallel file system (PFS) is equipped with multi-level
storage devices, which allows the checkpointing operations to
happen on lower-level storage devices while the application
I/O continues with upper-level storage devices.
Although introduction of multi-level checkpointing has
greatly improved its performance over the simple model,
however without the optimal interval and checkpoint count
configuration, the performance of the system will still be degraded due to the checkpoint overhead. To obtain the optimal
configuration of checkpoint interval and checkpoint count in
MLC, the modeling approach is ineffective as it faces significant difficulty to formulate an analytical solution unless we
simplify the model and/or make strong assumptions. Another
approach is simulation. It is very effective in determining the
optimal checkpoint configuration, however, it is very slow as
it runs thousands of scenarios before obtaining the optimal
values and this makes the simulation approach impractical for
real world usage.
In this paper, we try to obtain the optimal checkpoint
configuration for a given HPC system using the effectiveness
and accuracy of the simulation approach while reducing the
time taken by simulation to obtain the optimal result. We
achieve this by combining machine learning methods with the
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Fig. 1: Multi Level Checkpointing

simulation approach where we apply our machine learning
models on existing simulated data to learn from the existing
data and obtain the optimal checkpoint configuration with
minimal error. The major contributions of this paper are:
• Development of multi-level checkpoint simulator to replicate the behavior of real world large scale systems.
• Novel machine learning (ML) approach that achieve
convergence of traditional ML (Random forest) and stateof-the-art ML (NN), i.e. daisy chaining.
• Novel pre-processing for neural network (NN) to optimize CR i.e., parameter reduction. (Parameter correlation
analysis is universal to other optimization area in general.
Our work gives one instance in CR)
• Quantitative evaluation: Random Forest v.s. LightGBM
v.s. Baseline NN v.s. NN after daisy chaining v.s. NN
after parameter reduction with daisy chaining
With our approach and design optimizations, we show that
our models can predict the optimized parameter values when
trained with the simulation approach. We also show that using
more advanced deep neural network techniques can improve
the performance of neural network over the machine learning
models by up to 50%. which can further be used in future
research works to optimize the checkpoint restart configuration
of large scale systems.
II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
Checkpoint and restart is a commonly used technique for
large scale systems running for a long time. Checkpoint is
a snapshot of an application’s state taken periodically and
stored on to the available storage devices and it is used to
restart the application when a failure occurs. Though CR is
very important for large scale systems, however it is also
one of the major contributors to the slowdown because of
input output (I/O) workloads in HPC systems. To improve
the efficiency of such systems, it is very crucial to use the
optimal CR configuration[8]. Checkpoint interval is one of the
most important checkpoint parameter that can configured to
optimize the performance of large scale systems. Finding the
optimal interval is very important as shorter interval will lead
to frequent checkpoints where the system will spend more I/O
time for saving checkpoints whereas longer interval can lead
a less resilient system where a huge number of computation
may be lost during a failure. Even with state of the art CR

Fig. 2: Combining Simulation Approach with Machine Learning

techniques, poorly determined checkpoint intervals can make
the system less resilient.
For simple checkpoint models where execution states can
be categorized into compute, checkpoint and recovery state
without any overlapping, determining the optimal checkpoint
interval can be relatively simple. However, this approach to
checkpointing is inefficient due to its synchronous manner of
execution and with the emergence of fast local storage such
as non volatile memory (NVM), multi-level checkpointing
(MLC) has become a standard approach for efficient checkpointing. In MLC, the system stores checkpoints on the local
node storage in addition to the parity node storage and the
PFS. Unlike the simple checkpoint model, the execution takes
place in an asynchronous manner (Async MLC) such that all
operations can continue while saving the checkpoint in the
background. For Async MLC, in addition to the checkpoint
interval it is also very important to determine the optimal
checkpoint count for each checkpoint levels.
There are mainly two approaches for optimizing the configuration of CR, namely modeling and simulation approach.
However, with Async MLC, CR becomes more complicated
due to the additional levels of checkpointing and the complicated scenarios that could arise from such design. It becomes
very challenging for the existing approaches to determine the
optimal configuration as the design of the system becomes
more complex. The modeling approach is not accurate for
such complicated CR scenarios and cannot provide accurate
results, and though the simulation approach is accurate, it
is very slow due to the large number of scenarios it has to
simulate to obtain the optimal configuration. In this paper, we
focus on maintaining the accuracy of the simulation without
spending the performance of CR. We achieve this by predicting
the optimized checkpoint count and interval for large scale
systems using machine learning on the data generated by the
simulator as shown in Figure 2.
III. N ON -B LOCKING C HECKPOINT /R ESTART S IMULATOR
Our multi-level checkpointing simulator is designed to
replicate the behavior of real-world large scale systems for
managing checkpoints across different levels of the storage
hierarchy. The simulator supports three levels of checkpointing schemes, LOCAL, PARITY, and PFS. The first level

of checkpointing is LOCAL in which the system saves the
checkpoints on the storage in the local node and no redundant
data stored across other nodes. In the PARITY scheme, the
systems write checkpoints to the local storage along with
the storage of other parity nodes. The redundant data are
stored on the parity nodes so that the system can recover a
copy of the file, provided a node, and its parity nodes do
not fail simultaneously. Reliability is further enhanced, some
systems encode the checkpoint data across the parity nodes
so that the resiliency of the system can be enhanced. One of
the standard encoding schemes is XOR encoding, where the
redundant data are collectively written to the parity nodes to
withstand single node failures in a group. However, it can only
restart successfully if two or more nodes from the same parity
group do not fail at the same time. Another one is ReedSolomon encoding, which allows the system to withstand
failures as long as half the nodes in the parity group do not
fail simultaneously. Unlike the other two schemes, in the PFS
parity scheme the system saves and restores the checkpoints
from the PFS. The PFS scheme is only required when there
is a catastrophic failure where a large number of nodes fail
simultaneously requiring the entire system to be restored from
the PFS.
Our simulator stores the checkpoint data at different storage
level, each of which may have a different cost and level of
resilience. Each of the checkpointing storage is a level, for
which lowest level or level 1 checkpoints are the least resilient
with minimum overhead, while storing the checkpoints in PFS
is the most resilient with maximum overhead. In our simulator,
a level L failure is a failure that requires a checkpoint at level
L or higher for restarting while a level L recovery refers to the
process of restarting an application using a checkpoint saved
at level L. Since lower level failures such as process failures
occur more frequently as compared to the higher level failure
such as PFS failure, the system records one or more lower
level checkpoints for every higher level checkpoint.
The performance of the checkpointing system is dependent
on several characteristics of the system such as the overhead
of saving the checkpoint to different levels of storage and also
the cost of recovering from these storage levels. The overhead
of saving and recovering the checkpoint from different levels
of storage are not the only factors to take into account, the
performance is also dependent on how frequently does each of
these storage levels fail as failure of a checkpoint level causes
the system to lose compute time and delays the progress.
Considering all these characteristics of a system, our simulator
was developed. It simulates multiple failures using different
configurations to determine the optimal interval and checkpoint count for the different levels. This simulator can provide
an overview of multi-level checkpoint systems for current and
future systems and motivate systems to optimize checkpoint
configuration that provide adequate overall reliability and
efficiency. The simulator can be used to optimize performance
of a given multi-level checkpointing implementation on a
specific HPC system. For a given configuration of a large scale
system, we simulate the performance of the system across
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multiple failures. The simulator modulates the checkpoint
count and interval and provides the optimized interval and
count or minimizing the overhead of a particular configuration,
accounting for delays due to checkpoints, failures, and restarts.

IV. M ACHINE L EARNING FOR C HECKPOINT /R ESTART
The count and interval are two of the most important checkpoint parameters for optimizing the CR configuration. For
determining the optimized checkpoint interval, the simulation
approach is accurate but it can be slow as it explores different
CR parameters before determining the optimized checkpoint
interval and because of this, it is not a practical approach
for real world scenarios such as while submitting a job. Our
objective was to determine the optimized interval faster than
the simulation approach without losing much of its accuracy.
For our approach, we generated a limited amount of data using
the simulator which provides us with optimized interval and
count for the provided CR configurations and we use that
data to determine the optimized count and interval for other
CR configurations using the AI techniques described in the
following sections.
A. Machine Learning
After running simple machine learning models such as
linear and polynomial regression on the simulated data, we
observed that these models were not able to learn from the
data and provided inaccurate predictions for checkpoint count
and interval. However, running more complex machine learning models for predicting checkpoint count and checkpoint
interval showed that the optimized count can be predicted very
accurately without much modification to the algorithms. Using
different machine learning algorithms on the simulated data,
we got the best results for predicting the checkpoint count
using Random forest, Support Vector Clustering and Gaussian
Naive Bayes. While random forest algorithm performed best
among the different machine learning models for predicting
the checkpoint interval.

Fig. 4: Workflow for Optimizing Checkpoint Configuration

B. Neural Network
Since the random forest model could predict the optimized
checkpoint count for the two level checkpoint model with
an accuracy greater than 99%, we did not design a neural
network for predicting checkpoint count. We designed a neural
network only for predicting the optimized checkpoint interval,
to obtain better performance than the machine learning models.
For designing our neural network, we started with a simple
neural network consisting of two hidden layers with 10 nodes
on each hidden layer and ReLU as the activation function.
The neural network showed an increase in error by a factor
of 2.5 in comparison to the machine learning models for
predicting the optimized interval. To improve the performance
without significantly increasing training time, we added an
extra hidden layer and increased the node on each hidden layer
to 25. Though adding a layer and more nodes improved the
performance, however, this baseline model still predicted the
optimized checkpoint interval with an error that was greater
than two times the error shown by the machine learning
models. To improve the performance of this baseline model,
we optimized its design using the techniques described in the
following sections.
1) Daisy Chaining: Our initial design, consist of two
independent models, the random forest model for predicting
the checkpoint count and the neural network for predicting
checkpoint interval. However, our analysis shows a strong correlation between the checkpoint count and interval with interval being inversely proportional to the checkpoint count. Since
our random forest model was able to predict the checkpoint
count very accurately, in order to improve the performance we
fed the output from checkpoint count prediction as an input
to the neural network as shown in Figure 3. The optimization
reduced the error by 40% over the baseline model.
2) Parameter Reduction: After further analysis we observed some of the input parameters were inter dependent on
each other and were impacting the performance of the neural
network. On removing these input parameters, we observed
a further reduction in error by 40% over the daisy chained
model.

V. I MPLEMENTATION
The simulator has been developed to replicate the behavior
of real-world scenarios when using a multi-level checkpoint
for large scale systems. The simulator is provided with three
critical parameters for each level, checkpoint overhead, checkpoint restart time, and failure rates. The checkpoint overhead
of each level corresponds to the delay incurred when a checkpoint is stored at the desired level. Though the checkpoint
storing mechanism is asynchronous and the majority of it is
performed in the background, there still remains a fragment of
time during which other useful operations need to be halted to
perform the checkpointing. The checkpoint restart time refers
to the time taken to retrieve the checkpoint data from the last
stored checkpoint at the desired level, and failure rates provide
how frequently the checkpoint levels fail.
The checkpoint overhead, restart time, and failure rates are
used by the simulator as shown in Figure 4 to provide the
user with elapsed time and the efficiency of the system. The
efficiency corresponds to the amount of time that it would
for the system to complete the execution without checkpoint
to the increase in execution time due to checkpoint [17].
The elapsed time and efficiency are obtained by running the
simulator for 3000 different failure scenarios. These failure
scenarios are created based on the failure rate [12] provided
by the user and generates a time interval until the next failure
of one of the checkpoint levels. These time intervals are not
fixed and vary across different simulations. Once the time
interval to the subsequent failure is complete, the simulator
uses the checkpoint restart time of the failed checkpoint level
to determine the delay that will be incurred and add the delay
to the total elapsed time. However, when no such failure
occurs as there is still time until the next crash, the checkpoint
uses the overhead parameter value of the checkpoint level
where the current application status will be stored to determine
the delay for storing the data at that desired level and add
the delay to the elapsed time. At the end of all the failure
scenarios, the simulator determines the total elapsed time and
the efficiency of the system for that particular configuration,
which is determined by comparing the elapsed time of the
checkpoint system with delays to the elapsed time without

A. Random Forest
Random forest is a machine learning method used for
classification and regression that operates by building multiple
decision trees in randomly selected subspace of the feature
space at training time and predicting the output class based
on the combined decision of all the trees for classification or
mean prediction (regression) of the individual trees. Random
decision forests correct for decision trees’ habit of overfitting
to their training set [11]
B. Gaussian Naive Bayes
The naive Baiyes classifier is a learning method that assumes that features are independent given class. It is a simple
probabilistic classifiers that learns based on Bayes’ theorem
with an assumption of strong independence between the features. To allow a systematic study of classification accuracy for
several classes of randomly generated problems it uses Monte
Carlo simulations. It works well for completely independent
features and functionally dependent features.[14]
C. Support Vector Clustering
It is a clustering method which uses the approach of support
vector machines. It uses Gaussian kernel to map the data
points in a high dimensional feature space, where we search
for the minimal enclosing sphere. When mapped back from
the enclosing sphere to data space, can separate into several
components, each enclosing a separate cluster of points. The
width of the Gaussian kernel controls the scale at which
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any checkpoint delays.
The above simulation run provides the elapsed time and
efficiency of a system with a specific configuration. The
simulator we have developed not only provides the elapsed
time and efficiency for a system but also performs simulation
across different settings of the checkpoint system to determine
the optimal checkpoint count for each level of the multi-level
checkpoint system. The optimized configurations are obtained
by modulating the checkpoint configuration values starting
with checkpoint interval. As shown in Figure 4, the simulator
initially performs optimization of the checkpoint interval by
comparing the current efficiency with the efficiency of the
previous configuration until the maxima are obtained. The
same procedure is also followed for both checkpoint count
of level 1 and level 2. After the peaks for all the configuration
parameters are captured by the simulator, the user is provided
with the optimized configuration for the given system based
on the overhead, restart time, and failure rates.
Once a significant amount of data is collected from the
simulator, the information is passed on to different machine
learning and neural network models to predict the optimized
checkpoint configuration for other systems with different overhead, restart time, and failure rates. The models that were used
from the scikit-learn [13] module, a python module integrating
a wide range of state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms
for training and predicting the optimized checkpoint configuration will be explained in the following section.
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Fig. 5: Performance improvement with NN optimization

the data is probed while the soft margin constant helps to
cope with outliers and overlapping clusters. The structure of a
dataset is explored by varying the two parameters, maintaining
a minimal number of support vectors to assure smooth cluster
boundaries.[4]
D. Neural Network
Neural networks are a wide class of flexible nonlinear
regression and discriminant models, data reduction models,
and nonlinear dynamical systems. They consist of an often
large number of neurons, i.e., simple linear or nonlinear
computing elements, interconnected in often complex ways
and often organized into layers [15]. In our implementation
the neural network used ReLU [1] as the activation function,
Adam optimizer as the solver with a batch size of 200 and
learning rate of 0.001.
VI. E VALUATION
For our evaluation, initially, we started with a two-level
checkpoint model and then further evaluated on a threelevel checkpoint model. The following sections describe the
evaluation method and observations from both the multi-level
checkpoint models.
A. Two-Level Checkpoint Model
Two independent data sets were generated for evaluation
using the two-level checkpoint simulator. The training data was
simulated by providing realistic overhead, latency, and restart
time obtained using characteristics of some of the Top500
systems. We used the base failure rate of 2 . 10-6 and 4 . 10-7
failures/sec for Level-1 (L1) and Level-2 (L2) respectively [12]
and explored the impact of these failure rates by increasing
them up to 50X the base value. To validate our models for
unique CR configurations, the test data set was simulated using
data mutually exclusive to the training data set but within the
parameter space of the training data set
Our random forest model could predict optimized checkpoint count with 99.365% accuracy when compared to the
simulated result. For predicting the checkpoint interval with
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its values ranging up to 9960 seconds, both machine learning
models could determine the optimized interval with a mean
absolute error of 49.5 seconds. As shown in Figure 5, our
baseline neural network predicted optimized interval with a
mean absolute error of 116.63 seconds. However, with our
optimizations described in Section 2.2, we see that daisy chaining shows a 40% performance improvement over the baseline
design followed by a further 40% improvement with parameter
reduction over the daisy chained model. The optimized neural
network model performs 18% better than the machine learning
models with a mean absolute error 40.7 seconds as shown in
Figure 6. With majority of our dataset in the region 1000 8000 seconds, this converts to 0.5% - 4% mean error from
the simulated values of the optimized interval for two-level
checkpoint model.
B. Three-Level Checkpoint Model
For evaluating the three-level checkpoint model, we generated a dataset consisting of 112,000 different system configurations with varying checkpoint overhead, restart time,
and failure rates for each level. We used the base checkpoint
overhead and restart time of 0.5, 4.5, and 1052 seconds for
Level-1 (L1), Level-2 (L2), and Level-3 (L3)checkpoints and
a base failure rate of 2 . 10-7 , 1.8 . 10-6 and 4 . 10-7
failures/sec, respectively [12] and similar to the two-level
checkpoint model, we evaluated the performance of different
models by modulating these parameters between their base
value and upper limit of 50X the base value. However, unlike
the two-level checkpoint model, only one large dataset was
generated using the parameter values ranging between their
base value and upper limit. This dataset was further randomly
broken into the training set and testing set for evaluation of
the performance.
The training set was used for training the machine learning,
and neural network model and validation for predicting the
checkpoint count accurately for each level was performed on
the test set. As shown in Figure 7 , the machine learning
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models show very similar accuracy for both level-1 and level2 checkpoint count prediction with Support Vector Clustering
performing the best with an accuracy of 23.89% and 25.50%
for level-1 and level-2 count prediction. Random forest gives
an accuracy of 22.93% and 23.31% respectively, and Gaussian
Naive Bayes performs the worst among the tested machine
learning models with an accuracy of 19.63% and 22.83% for
level-1 and level-2 prediction.
Following the machine learning model evaluation, the neural
network was trained and tested using the same set of data.
The baseline neural network with 3 hidden layers and 25
hidden layer nodes gave an accuracy of 29.35% for predicting
level-1 checkpoint count, while level-2 checkpoint count also
gave a similar result with an accuracy of 29.99%. To evaluate
checkpoint count prediction with a much more complex neural
network, the hidden layers were increased from 3 to 13
layers and then further increased to 23 layers, and this was
accompanied by an increase in the number of nodes in the
hidden layers. The increase in the number of hidden layers
and the hidden layer nodes does not improve the accuracy.
As shown in Figure 8, the accuracy remains within 1% of the
baseline neural network accuracy.
On comparing the prediction accuracy of the neural network
with the three machine learning models, we see a noticeable
improvement in checkpoint count prediction accuracy in the
neural network. As shown in Figure 9, the neural network
outperforms the machine learning models by a margin of
24% - 51% for Level-1 count prediction. For Level-2 count
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showed that with optimal checkpoint intervals at each level,
the system outperforms other state-of-the-art solutions by up
to 50 percent.
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prediction, it shows a performance improvement ranging from
from 19% - 33%.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Multi-level checkpointing [5] [6] [2] has become a promising technique for dealing with fault-tolerance in large scale or
even exascale systems. With the increase in demand for such
large scale systems [18] [10] [19], it has been studied thoroughly . The multi-level checkpoint-restart model providing
an effective way to control the checkpoint overhead. In this
paper, we focus on multi-level CR model and optimize the
checkpoint count for multiple levels.
SCR[12] is a library which uses Markov model to fit the
multi-level CR mechanism. There are some assumptions made
in this paper such as the failure rates at different checkpoint
levels are completely independent and also assumes that
the failure rates at different levels are known beforehand.
The other assumptions include that the checkpoint overhead
remains constant throughout the job as well as infinite pool
of spare nodes available at all time. Using the Markov model,
Sato Kento et al. [16] combines the benefits of non-blocking
and multi-level checkpointing. The work presents the design of
the system and models its performance to show that the system
can improve efficiency by 1.1 to 2.0 on future machines.
Additionally, applications using that checkpointing system
can achieve high efficiency when using a PFS with lower
bandwidth.
FTI [3] is another multi-level checkpointing proposed by
Bautista-Gomez et al. which uses local SSDs and a PFS. Since
PFS usage is costly when compared to local storage, the model
reduces PFS usage by encoding the data using Reed-Solomon
(RS) encoding [7] for highly resilient cached checkpoints.
However, increasing failure rates require checkpoints to a
PFS more frequently. However, increasing failure rates require
checkpoints to a PFS more frequently. Thus, checkpointing
to a PFS is crucial for future multi-checkpointing systems.
Sheng et al. [9] builds a mathematical model to fit the multilevel CR mechanism with large scale applications for various
types of failures and theoretically optimize the entire execution
performance for each parallel application by selecting the best
checkpoint level combination and corresponding checkpoint

In this paper, we present an idea to combine the simulation
approach with machine learning models to reduce the time
taken to determine the optimized parameter values of checkpoint interval and checkpoint count for different configurations
of CR. With our approach and design optimizations, we show
that our models can predict the optimized parameter values
when trained with the simulation approach. We have also
demonstrated that using techniques such as neural networks
can improve the performance over the machine learning models with neural network sometime exceeding the performance
of a machine learning model by 50%. We plan to validate
the results on real systems in the future. From our study
and exploration, we can say that using much more advanced
techniques can further improve this performance and predict
optimized checkpoint configuration accurately.
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